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0. INTRODUCTION 
A calculus for synchronous communicating systems has recently been 
formulated by Milner (1980b). The approach is similar to that in CCS 
(Milner, 1980a), where agents are taken to be words over an alphabet of 
operators. In the latter case the operators and their properties are chosen so 
as to reflect intuitions about how asynchronous processes interact. The more 
recent calculus is an attempt o formalise processes which interact in a time 
dependent or synchronous manner. The fundamental operator is synchronous 
product, ×, with which the new process p × q can be formed from processes 
p, q. The only actions which p×q can perform are of the form 
p×q a .b~p,×q, ,  wherep,  q can perform the act ionsp a~p',  q b~q,, 
respectively. Thus p × q can proceed only by p and q performing actions 
hand in hand. By suitable interpretations of the operator • over actions a • b 
can be considered to be an actual communication or synchronisation 
between p and q or as the simultaneous occurrence of two distinct actions a 
and b. 
Two delay operators 3, A are also used. For example, 6p is process which 
performs exactly as p except hat it may initially delay. This is formalised by 
allowing ~p to have the action c~p 1 ~ ~p, where 1 is a distinguished action. 
The remaining operators, restriction and renaming are similar to those used 
in CCS. 
So a synchronous agent can be taken to be a finite or infinite word over an 
alphabet of operators 2;, i.e., an element of CT r. Any 2;-continuous partial 
order (for definition see Goguen et al. (1980)) determines a model by 
associating JA(P) with the agent p, where ~ is the unique strict Z- 
homomorphism from CTx to A. In this paper we restrict our attention to a 
subclass of agents, namely, those which can be defined from the operators by 
using recursive definitions. We show that there exists a model I which is 
fully abstract with respect to a particular operational preorder ~, i.e., for 
recursively defined p, q, p ~ q if and only if J//(p) < ~(q) .  
In Milner (1980) observational equivalence, ~, between synchronous 
agents is defined and it is shown that asynchronous agents are precisely 
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those which satisfy p ~ Ap. We modify this relation ~ by taking into account 
the ability to diverge. In this way we obtain the operational preorder U. This 
is similar to the approach used by Hennessy and Plotkin (1980), where an 
operational preorder was also obtained from the observational equivalence in 
Hennessy and Milner (1980) and Milner (1980). 
The model I is of interest in that it is the initial Z-cpo which satisfies a set 
of equations. These equations, together with Scott Induction would form a 
powerful proof system for synchronous ystems. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with Milner (1980b) where the 
synchronous calculus and its possible usefulness is discussed at length. 
Nevertheless for completeness sake we define it and give its semantics in 
Section 1 and we define the operational preorder. The denotational semantics 
is given in Section 2 and for the sake of brevity we assume the reader is 
familiar with various notions used in algebraic semantics. This section also 
contains the statements of the main results. The following two sections are 
devoted to proofs. The final section, 5, contains a brief discussion of the 
results. 
1. CALCULUS 
The syntax is parameterised on the following sets: 
(1) MV- -a  given countably infinite set of machine variables, ranged 
over by m. 
(2) A - -a  given set of atomic actions. We assume that there is a binary 
operation,., over A and a distinguished element, 1, of A such that (A,., 1) is 
an abelian monoid. 
Given these two sets we define the syntactic lasses as follows: 
(3) Res--the set of restrictions, ranged over by B, is the set of subsets 
of A which contain 1. 
(4) Ren--the set of renamings, ranged over by ~, is the set of 
endomorphisms of A. 
(5) Term--the set of terms, ranged over by t, u, v, is given by 
t: := 01 t + u It × u [a: t I 6ptAplp r B ]p[q~]l m lrecm.t. 
Free and bound (machine) variables are defined in the usual way, 
rec m.--being the binding operator. A term is closed if it has no free 
variables and is open otherwise. Substitution of terms for free variables in a 
te rm t [u lm 1 ..... uk/mk] is defined in the usual way. A term is syntactically 
finite if it contains no occurrence of a subterm of the form rec m.t'. An 
instantiation is a mapping from MV to the set of closed terms. We let 7 
range over instantiations and t7 denote the result of substituting 7(m) for 
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each free occurrence of m in t. Note that t 7 is always closed. We let p, q, 
range over closed terms. 
As in Hennessy and Milner (1980) and Milner (1980a, b), the operational 
semantics i  specified by defining a relation ~ ~, for each a C A, over closed 
terms. Let a ~ be the least relation over closed terms which satisfy 
(1) a:p ~ ~p. 
(2) pAp ' ,q  b q, impl iespXq a.b p, Xq,. 
(3) pAp ' imp l iesp+q ~p ' ,q+p a~p'. 
(4) ~p ' ,&p 
p--%p' implies 6.o____~p .a  , 
(5) p - -~p '  implies Ap a 6 Ap'. 
(6) p Ap '  implies p F" B - -~p '  F" B if a E B. 
(7) pap '  impliesp[q~] *~a),p'[q)]. 
(8) t[rec m.t/m] ~,p implies rec m.t ~,p. 
We may now proceed as in Milner (1980a) to define the sequence of 
equivalence relations NO, ~1 .... over terms by examining their possible 
actions and finally obtain the equivalence ,-,. Using the definitions of Milner 
(1980a) we obtain 
a: ¢~ ,-~ rec m.(a: O + m). 
In any reasonable model based on Scott theory (Scott and Strachey, 1971), 
where recursively defined terms are interpreted as least solutions to fixpoint 
equations, these terms will not be identified. These models are based on 
partial orders, where intuitively p is considered less than q if it contains "less 
information" than q. So if we wish to relate the denotational models to 
operational models it is necessary to introduce an operational preorder. This 
is easily done by modifying the definition of ~ so as to take into 
consideration divergence. We do this by defining a convergence predicate. 
Let ~ be the least relation over closed terms such that 
(i) a:pi 
(ii) p,L implies 6p,[ 
p[ ]l 
(p F B)+ 
(iii) p+, q+ implies (p + q)J,, (q +p)+ 
(p X q)~,, (q Xp)J, 
(iv) Oi 
(v) t[rec m.t/m]+ implies rec m.t+. 
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Thus, ifp~, then we can expand the recursive definitions on p a finite number 
of times to obtain at the top level all possible next moves ofp. Let T denote 
the complement of ~, i.e., pT if not p~. 
EXAMPLE. rec m.(a: O + b: m)~ 
c~ rec m.(a: 0 + fi: m)T 
c5 rec m.(a: ~ + 1: m)~ 
It is easy to prove that pY if and only if there exists an infinite reduction 
sequence p=po---%p~ e ... where Pn %Pn+l if pn+~ can be obtained 
from p,  by expanding some recursive definition in p,  which is not contained 
in a subterm of the form a:p ' .  
We now define the operational preorder. 
DEFINITION. For closed terms p, q 
(i) p ~0 q for allp, q, 
(ii) P~k+lq i f fo r  everyaEA 
(a) p a ~ p' implies 3q' . q " ~ q' and p' ~k q', 
(b) p~ implies 
(i) q~ 
(ii) q O~q' implies 3p' . p O , p' and p' ~k q'. 
(iii) p~q i f fo r  everyk />0P~kq.  
Note that ~ is reflexive and transitive but not necessarily antisymmetric. 
For example if p denotes (recm.m) +a:a:  recm.m and q denotes 
(rec m.m) + (a: rec m.m) + a: a: rec m.m, then p ~ q ~p but p and q are dif- 
ferent. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. p ~ q if and only if for every context C[ ], C[ p] ~ C[q]. 
Proof See Proposition 3 of Milner (1980b). 
This relation can be extended to all terms by letting t ~ u if for every 
instantiation ~, ty ~ uy. We also write t ~ u if t ~ u and u ~ t. 
2. DENOTATIONAL SEMANTICS 
Let 2;' be the alphabet of operators 4, +, ×, fi, A, a: for each a ~ A, [q~] for 
each q~E Ren, ['B for each B in Res and the o-ary symbol ,Q. For 
convenience we also extend the definition of term by allowing ~O to be a 
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term. The operational semantics remain the same. This implies that D T and 
a > p for no p, a. We assume that the reader is familiar with the notions of 
S-po, Z-cpo, Z-homomorphism, algebraicness, ideal completion, Z- 
precongruence (called an F-magma preorder in Courcelle and Nivat (1976), 
etc. Details may be found in Courcelle and Nivat (1976) and Goguen et al. 
Let A be any 27-cpo. A denotational semantics for the language is given by a 
mapping 
~'A : Term ~ [EA ~ A ] 
where E A is the set of A-environments, i.e., E A = (MV-~ A). We let p range 
over E~. As is usual p[x/m] denotes the environment which is the same as p 
except at m, where it is defined to be x. For completeness sake we now 
define TA, by structural induction on terms: 
(i) Y~Im~p=p(m) ,  
(ii) for anyopCSofar i tyk~>0 
~'A ]lop(t, ..... tk)~ P = oPa (~ It11P ..... ~v/~ ltk~ p), 
(iii) Y~recm.t~p= Y~m' .  YAIt~p[m'/m]v,  where Y denotes the 
least fixpoint operator. 
Note that if t is closed, 7~A It]p does not depend on p. For convenience we 
write t< A u if ~ I t~ <~Iu~ and t= A u if t<  A u and u <a t. We are 
looking for a particular A such that t <A u if and only if t ~ u. Such an A is 
called fully-abstract w.r.t, the operational preorder ~. A natural choice of A 
would be the initial S-cpo, I E, in the class of S-cpos which satisfy some set 
of equations E defined over the alphabet S. For example E might be a subset 
of the equations given in Milner (1980b). However no such E can exist. 
EXAMPLE. 6a: f) ~ rec m.(l: m + a: ~). For any set of equations E, 1 E is 
algebraic. Therefore if 6a: ~ <rErec m.(l: m + a: ¢i) then there exists some 
finite term d= l: (l: (l: ( . . . (O + a: fk) + a: O) + ... + a: f)) such that 
6a: ~ < id .  Therefore 6a: gl <e d where <E is the least S-precongruence 
satisfying the axioms E. However if E is consistent then this is not possible 
since 6a: ~ ~ d. 
We now state the main results of the paper. Let ~ denote the category of S- 
cpo's which satisfy the equations of Table 1 together with the law 
6x = rec m.(l: m + x) (*) 
We take as morphisms trict continuous S-homomorphisms. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. ~ has an initial object L 
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TABLE 1 
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(x+y)+z=x+(y+z)  I 
x+y=y+x A 
XWX=X 
x+¢=x 
xXy=yXx t (xl +x2) Xy =x I Xy +x2 Xy S 
xx¢=0 
a:x X b:y= a • b: (x Xy) 
(a :x )  [" B = a: (x/" B) i fa  CB  
= 0 otherwise 
(x+y) p B=x~ B+y~ B 
a: x[~] = a,(a): x[a,] 
(x +y)lq'] = x[q,] + ylq,] 
O[~]=0PB=O 
A(x + y) = Ax + Ay 
Aa :x=a:SAx  A 
/2Xx=~ t 
S~rB=# £2 
AD = £2 
PROPOSITION 2.2. I is fully-abstract w.r.t. ~,  i.e., t ~ u if  and only if  
t< lu .  
I is in fact an algebraic S-cpo and therefore it is the unique (up to 
isomorphism) algebraic fully-abstract model whose finite elements are 
definable by terms. Because of the law (*) there does not appear to be any 
general theorem in the literature which can be invoked to obtain 
Proposition 2.1 as a corollary. However in the next section we show that I 
can easily be constructed. 
There are many syntactically finite terms which are operationally 
equivalent but which cannot be proven so using the equations of Table 1. For 
example 6fia: 0 ~ ~a: ~ but we cannot derive fifia: 0 = 6a: ~. This is because 
syntactically finite terms may be semantically infinite. Let <e denote the 
least S-precongruence generated by the equations of Table 1 and the 
equations 
f'2 < X, 
~x = l : fix + x, 
66x = 6x, 
643/51/1 5
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&x@=a(xx@+&xy) ,  
f i xXa :y=xXa:y+a:  (fix X y), 
A 3x = fi Ax, 
(ax)[~] = 3(x[~]), 
(&) I" B = 6(x p B), 
612 = 12 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For syntactically finite closed terms p, q p ~ q if and 
only if p <e q. 
It follows that these equations and some form of Scott Induction would form 
the basis of a proof system for synchronous communicating systems. 
The remaining two sections are devoted to the proofs of these three 
propositions. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE INITIAL MODEL 
We first recall some relevant facts from Courcelle and Nivat (1976). Let 
A, B be X-algebras and < any 2;-precongruence over A. A 2;-homomorphism 
h: A ~ B preserves < if a I < a z implies h(al) <8 h(a2). Then given any 2;- 
algebra A and Z-precongruence over A, there exists a unique 2;-partial order 
((A/<), <) such that 
(i) there is a 2;-homomorphism 
i: A -~ (A/<) 
(ii) given any 2;-homomorphism h: A -~ B, where B is a 2;-po, which 
preserves <, there exists a unique extension (h/<): (A/<)-4B which is a 
monotonic X-homomorphism, and such that the following diagram 
commutes: 
h 
A ,B 
(A/<) 
The partial order ((A/<), >) is just the set of equivalence classes generated 
by the S-precongruence < and ordered by the relation [a] < [a'] if a < a'. 
Let (.4, <, ±)  be a 2;-partial order (.4, <) together with a least element 
i C A, w.r.t. <. Then there exists a unique 2;-cpo<A o% < o% i oo) such that 
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(i) there exists a strict monotonic 2;-homomorphism 
i :A~A ~ 
(ii) given any monotonic S-homomorphism h: A ~ B where B is a 2;- 
cpo, there exists a unique extension h°~:A~ B ~ which is a continuous S- 
homomorphism such that the following diagram commutes: 
A h >B 
The S-cpo A o~ is called the ideal completion of A. It is obtained by ordering 
the set of ideals of A by set inclusion. Details may be found in Courcelle and 
Nivat (1976). 
Let S O be the alphabet S\{A, 6}. Let I ° be the initial object in the category 
of S°-cpo's which satisfy the equations (A, S, R, 12) of Table 1. I ° can be 
described algebraically as (W~0/<l) ~ where Wzo is the word algebra over 
the alphabet S O and <1 is the least S°-precongruence over W~o which 
satisfies the equations (A, S, R, I2) and the equation ~2 < x. I ° can be given a 
relatively concrete representation i terms of trees. Let T be the set of finite 
and infinite, rooted, unordered finitely branching trees, each of whose arcs is 
labelled by a member of A. The operator a r takes a tree t and transforms it 
into the tree whose root has a unique arc coming from it which is labelled by 
a and whose descendant is t. The operator +~- simply joins two trees at their 
roots. The remaining operators are defined recursively so as to ensure that 
the equations (S, R, 12) are satisfied. The resulting L'°-cpo called T, is not 
exactly I ° since it does not satisfy the equation x + x = x. But I ° can be 
obtained from T by factoring out with respect to this equation. This rather 
imprecise description may help the reader to visualise I ° but we will use the 
algebraic characterisation (Wz0/< 1) ~. 
We now extend I ° to a 2;-cpo I. The carrier of I is exactly that of I ° so it 
is sufficient to define two functions over it, 61, A~. 
(i) Definition of 6 i : 
Define 6s: Wxg--,I ° by 6s(p)= ~ol rec  m.(l:  m +p)~. 
LEMMA 3.1. ~s preserves <l. 
Proof. It follows immediately from the fact that I ° satisfies the axioms 
(A, S,R,S~). 
Let 31 be (t~S/<l) cO. 
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Using the informal description of I ° presented above ~1 maps the tree t to 
the tree: 
1 
(ii) Definition of A 1 : 
LEMMA 3.2. For any p @ Wzo there exists a normal form nf(p) E W~, 
S 1 =Z° \{X,  [q~], ['B} such thatp= 1 nf(p). 
Proof By structural induction on p. It is sufficient to eliminate the 
operators ×, [q~], ['B, using the axioms (A, S,R, Y2). 
Thus every finite element in the model is equivalent o a term over the 
alphabet 2;1 = {Y2, a:, +}. This fact will be used frequently in the sequel. So 
we let d range over elements of W~. 
Define As: W~, ~ I ° by structural induction on normal forms: 
(i) ~s(o) = ~, 
(ii) 3s(¢)=4, 
(iii) As(a: p) = at(bz(Asp))), 
(iv) ~s(Pl +P2)=A~(pl) +,~(P2).  
This automatically defines A s on all finite terms by letting As(p) be 
As(nf(p) ). It is easy to show that As preserves <1. Therefore we can define 
A, to be (As~<1) ~. 
Let I be the 2;-cpo just described. 
PROPOSITION 3.3 (Proposition 2.1). I is initial in the category of X-epo's 
satisfying the equations of Table 1 and the law (*). 
Proof. By construction I satisfies all the equations of Table 1 and the 
law (*). Also any strict continuous 2;°-homomorphism from I ° to D is also 
a strict continuous 2;-homomorphism. If D E ~,  D is also in the category of 
2;°-cpo's which satisfy the laws (.4, S,R, 0). Let h D be the unique strict 
continuous Z°-homomorphism from 10 to D. Then h o is also a 2;- 
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homorphism. It is unique in the category since all Z-homomorphisms are 
determined by S°-homomorphisms. 
In the remainder of this section we examine the relation <~ in more detail. 
Let ~ be the least Z-congruence over closed terms which satisfies 
rec m.t = t[rec m.t/m] for every term t. Let Pa be the finite term obtained 
from p by substitting .Q for every occurrence of rec m.t. Then the syntactic 
approximants o p is defined to be SA(p) = [qa I q ~P}. 
LEMMA 3.4. U] IP~ = VA SA(p). 
Proof A standard result of algebraic semantics. For details see Goguen 
et al. and Nivat (1975). 
These syntactic approximants may include terms which are semantically 
infinite. We now define the set of semantic approximants o terms. Because 
of Lemma 3.4 it is sufficient to consider syntactically finite terms. For every 
p E Wz and every n, we define an(p)C Wz,, the nth semantic approximant 
to p, by induction on p: 
(i) ao(P) = .62 for every p; 
(ii) a ,+~( -Q)=~,  an+l (0 )=0,  
an+ ,(a :p) = a: an+ I(P), 
an+,(P, +P2) = a.+,(p) + an+,(p), 
an+~(fip) = 1: an(~p) + a, (p ) ;  
(iii) let an+~(p) be ~i~lai:pi; then 
an+,(pp B)= ~" ai:an(piF B ) where 
i~ l  o 
a, ,+a(p[~])  = ~ @(ai): an(pi[q~]), 
i ¢ l  
an+~(AP)= ~ ai:an(~APi); 
i~ l  
I 0 = {i1 aiCB}, 
(iv) If an+ I(P) is Y~i~l ai:P +-Q, then Ap, p[@], p p B are defined in a 
similar fashion. We merely add the extra summand ~. 
In this definition we have used ~i~iPi to denote the term 
Pii + (Pi2 + "'" +Pi,) "") where I is the finite set {il ..... in/. If I is empty, it 
denotes ¢. 
LEMMA 3.5. For finite p, YI~P~ = V{~(a, (p) [n  >/0}. 
Proof By structural induction on p. We examine two cases. 
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(i) p is 6q. 
~;(Sq) = V 
=V 
=V 
=V 
(ii) p 
Let F: I~ I  denote the function 2p.11(p) +zp. Then 
{Fn(q) t n >~ 0} where F n is the nth iterate o fF  
{Fn(an(q))l n >/0} by induction and continuity 
{1,(G(q)) +, an(q) l n >~ 0} 
{~g(an+ l(6q)) t n ~ 0}. 
is Aq. By construction ~(an+ l(Aq)) = A~(an(q)  . Therefore, 
Y~(Aq) = At( v {~(an(q))ln >~ 0}) by induction 
= V {d,~i(an(q))ln ~ 0} 
= V {~5(an+~(Aq) l n ~ 0}. 
Let <2 be the least Z-precongruence over closed terms which satisfy the 
equations of Table 1 and 
12 < x (E2.1) 
/dm.t = t[t~m.t/m] for all t (E2.2) 
~x= 1: 6x+x. (E2.3) 
PROPOSITION 3.6. d <zp if and only if d <2p. 
Proof Suppose d <~p. From Lemma 3.4, Ujl~p~ = V SA(p). Since d is 
a finite element in/ ,  3q ,-~p such that d <z qo. Now qo <2P, using equations 
(E2.1), (E2.2). Also applying Lemma 3.5 to qo we get an n s.t. d <~ an(qo). 
Since both are finite d <1 an(qo). It follows that d <2P since an(r ) <2 r for 
any r. This can be proven by induction on n and the structure of r. To show 
the converse it is sufficient o show that <z satisfies the equations on which 
<2 is based. This is true by the construction of L 
4. ANALYSIS OF THE OPERATIONAL PRE-ORDER 
For any relation R over closed terms define R ~ by (p ,q )~R ~ if 
(Vd C Wx~.(d,p) E R implies (d, q) E R). R is bfa (behaviourally finitely 
approximable) if R = R ~¢. 
EXAMPLE. The relation <i is bfa. This follows since I is an algebraic po 
with all the finite elements denotable by elements of Wz,. 
We now show that ~ is also bfa. Obviously ~ .  To show the 
converse we introduce another set of approximants. Let F G A be a finite set 
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and T F be the set of closed terms which contain no occurrences of any 
operator a: where a ~ F. Define AF(O)= {O}. Assume that there exists a 
finite set AF(n) ~ W~, such that for every p E T F there exists some element 
p(n) E AV(n) such that p ~,p(n) and pC,) ~ ,p .  Let 
AF(n + 1) = I ~i~ Pil I is finite, Pi is .Q or a: d, where a C F, d C AF(n), 
i 4=j implies Pi 4=P; I" 
Note that AF(n + 1) c Wz, and is finite. For any p let 
p~.+l) =y~ {a:p~.)ip_a._,p,} + {S2 ]pT}. Note that p(n+ll is well-defined, 
even if it has an infinite number of derivatives, since AF(n) is finite. It is 
simple to showp (n+l) EAF(n + 1) andp ~"+1) ~,+lp, p~n+lp ~n+l~. 
LEMMA 4.1. ~ is bfa. 
Proof. Supose p ~ q. Then for every n >/0, p~n~E q. It follows that 
p ~np ~") ~ q, i.e., p ~,  q for every n >/0, and therefore p ~ q. 
Let D be the defining functional of ~, i.e., (p, q)C D(R) if for every 
aCA 
(i) p a p, implies ~q ' -q  a q, and (p ' ,q ' )CR;  
(ii) p.~ implies 
(a) ql 
(b) q a,q' implies 3p' .p ~>p' and (p',q' ER. 
Let ~m be the maximal fixpoint of the equation R = D(R). Now ~U m c E but 
the converse is not necessarily true. We do however have a partial converse. 
LEMMA 4.2. d~p implies d~mp. 
Proof Define the depth of d, dt(d) as follows: 
(i) if ~a ;~d'.d--~ d', then dt(d) = 1; 
(ii) otherwise dt(d) = 1 + max{dt(d') I 3a • d a d'}. 
Note that dt(d) is well-defined since d is always in W~. Then it is a simple 
matter to show, by induction on dt(d), that d ~a,a)P implies d Emp. 
For the remainder of this section we will identify ~ and ~,Em when applied 
to (d,p}. Let <3 be the least Z-precongruence which contains <2 and which 
satisfies the equation 
a:x× (y+b:z )=a:x× (y+b:z )+a.  b(xXz) 
Letp~ 3 q i fp  <3 q and q <3P. 
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LEMMA 4.2. pap '  impliesp+a:p' ~3P. 
a I Proof. By induction on why p----~p. We examine three cases. The 
remainder are similar. 
(i) p is 6q and q a ,p,. By induction q + a :p '  ~3 q- Therefore 
p+a:p '~ 31 :p+q+a:p '  
~3 l :p+q 
"~3 P" 
(ii) p is rec m.t and t[recm.t/m] a,p,. By induction t[rec m.t/m] + 
a :p '  ~3 t[rec m.t/m]. Therefore 
p + a :p '  ~3 t[rec m.t/m] + a :p ~3 t[rec m.t/m] 
~3P"  
al ! ~_~ t t ! ! 
(iii) p ispl  XP2,Pl ~PI,P2 P2,P ispl  ×P2 and a is al • a 2. By 
induction Pi + ai:P; ~3Pi, i= 1, 2. Therefore 
P ~3 (Pl + al :P'l) XP2 
~3Pl × Pz + a~ : p'~ X (P2 + a2: P~) 
~3P~ XP2 + a~ :P'I × (P2 + a2 :p~) + a~ • a2 :p'~ ×p~) 
~3p+a:p ' .  
For syntactically finite terms we already have the notion of a normal form. 
This is now generalised to infinite terms by defining head normal forms. A 
closed term is in head normal form, hnf, if it has the form Y~i~ ai :Pi. 
LEMMA 4.4. p~ implies ~ a hnf, hnf(p) such that p ~a hnf(p). 
Proof By induction on why p,~. For example, if p is fiq, then q~. By 
induction hnf(q) exists. Let hnf(fiq) be l:fiq + hnf(q). The remaining cases 
are similar. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. dE~av if and only if d <3P. 
Proof Suppose d <3P. Since ~ is a X-congruence to show d~p it is 
sufficient to prove ~ satisfies all the equations on which <3 is based. We 
leave this to the reader. 
Conversely suppose d~p.  We prove by induction on d that d <3P. The 
proof is divided into two parts: 
(a) d<3d+ p. If dT then d~3d+g2,  and therefore d~3d+ 
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£2 <3 d +p.  If d~, then p~. Let hnf(p) be Xa~:p~. Thenp ~e,pg. So ~d' such 
that d ~ ~ d' and d' ~p~. By induction d' <3P~. Therefore, 
d~3d+ai :d '  <3d+a~:p~. Since this is true for each i it follows that 
d<3d+p.  
(b) d +p <3P. Let d be Said i. As in part (i) for every i there exists a 
ai Pi such that p ~pi and d i ~Pi" By induction d i <3Pi" Therefore d +p <3 
Xai:Pt +P ~3P. 
COROLLARY 4.6 (Proposition 2.2). t Z u if and only if t <z u. 
Proof. The model I satisfies all of the equations on which <3 is based. It 
follows that p <3 q implies p <i q. From Proposition 3.6, d <3 q if and only if 
d <2 q. Applying Propositions 3.6 and 4.5 we get d ~ q if and only if d <i q. 
Since both relations are bfa, it follows that p ~ q if and only i fp  <~ q. 
It remains to show the result for open terms. For any instantiation 7 let py 
be the /-environment defined by p~.(m)= ~IT(m)] p'. Then we can show 
Y~ItTl p '=  Y~[[t~ p~, for any p'. Now suppose t <~ u. Then for any instan- 
tiation 7, ~/ I t ]  Py = ~ItT~P' < ~IuT~ P'. Since both ty and uy are closed it 
follows that t7 ~ uT. 
Conversely suppose t ~ u. An I environment p is finite if every p(m) is a 
finite element in L Since I is algebraic to show t <~ u, it is sufficient o show 
that ~It]p < YiIu~p for finite p. However, if p is finite there exists an 
instantiation 7 such that p--p~. Since ty~uy and both are closed 
Y~tT~ p' < ~uT~ p'. As above it follows that ~/~It~p < ~'~u~p. 
We now concentrate on Proposition 2.3. Let X 2 = S\{ [~], ~'B, X, A }. 
LEMMA 4.7. For every p in Wz there exists a term 6nf(p) in Wz2 such 
that p ~E ~nf(p). 
Proof. The operators [~], ['B, × and A can be eliminated by applying 
the equations from left to right. The details are left to the reader. As usual 
~E denotes <E ('~E >" 
LEMMA 4.8. 
Proof. 
(i) 
I f  p E Wz2 and pT, then p ~EP + £2. 
By structural induction on p. We examine two cases. 
p is esq. Then qT. By induction q + £2 H E q. Therefore 
P~E 1:6q+q 
H E l :6q+q+f2  
~e P + -O. 
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(ii) p is Pl ×P2. Without loss of generality suppose pl T. By induction 
Pl + ~ ~FP~. Therefore 
P ~e (Pl + ~) XP2 
~eP~ ×P2 +~2 Xp2 
~EP~ XP2 + O. 
LEMMA 4.9. I fp~ Wx2andp~-+p ', thenp,,~Ep+a: p. 
Proof Similar to lemma 4.3. We examine one case only, when p has the 
form aq. 
(a) p' is aq and a is 1. Then p H e 1 : 6q + q ~ 1 : aq + q + 1 : 
3q "~EP + 1 :p' 
(b) ~ ,p'.  By induction q ~e q + a:p'. Therefore 
p~E1:aq+q 
~ E l : fiq + q + a: p' 
~Ep+a:p ' .  ., 
Lemma 4.10. Forp, q E Wz=p ~ q if and only ifp ~Em q. 
Proof The relations ~ ~ when restricted to Wz= are image-finite, i.e., for 
every pEWz2, {p']p ~,p'} is finite. The result then follows from 
(Hennessy and Milner, 1980). 
LEMMA 4.11. p~, c~p ~ 3q implies p ~ c~q, tip ~ q or p ~ q. 
Proof (a) Suppose that p 1,p, implies p'~6q.  There 
subcases: 
(i) q ~ q' implies bp ]~ q'. It follows that p ~ q. 
(ii) 3q ' .q  ~q '  such that~p~q' . In th i s  case3p~q.  
are two 
(b) Suppose that q~ q implies fip~ q'. The only possibility not 
considered is when there exists a p'  such that p i ~p, and p '~ 6q. In this 
case p ~ fiq. 
PROPOSITION 4.12 (Proposition 2.3). I f  p, q are syntactically finite and 
closed then p ~ q if and only if p <~ q. 
Proof The relation ~ satisfies all the equations and since it is a Z- 
precongruence, it follows that p <E q implies p ~ q. To prove the converse we 
show 
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(a) p~p + q implies p <EP + q, 
(b) p+q~qimpl iesp+q<Eq,  
(c) p ~ q implies p <e q. 
We use induction on (p, q) and from Lemma 4.7 we can assume that both 
are in W~2. 
(a) If pT, then p M Ep + ~ <EP + q- Otherwise we can assume q,[. Let 
q=~.j~sqj. We showp <ep+qj  for each jC  J. 
(i) qj is of the form a : r. Then there exists a p '  such that p '  ~ r and 
12 ¢ p ---, p . Then 
P <eP+a:P '  
<~ p + a : r by induction. 
(ii) q~ is of the form 3r. Now p ~p + r so by induction p <EP + r. 
Also since q ~_L~qj there exists some p '  such that p ~ ~p' and p '  ~q.  If 
either p '  or qj are smaller than p, q, respectively, then we can apply 
induction to obtain 
P~EP+ l :p '  <Ep+r+ l :q i<Ep+qi .  
Otherwise p, q are of the form 6p", 6r, respectively, and @" ~ 6r. We apply 
Lemma 4.11 and no matter what the conclusion is we can apply induction. 
For example if p"~3r  we get p" <e6r and therefore 6p" <~-3p"+ 
~P" <e ~3r w e 6p" + 6r. 
(b) Letp=Y~j~sp j. Eachpj  is of the form D, a:p' or 3/)'. Using the 
same techniques as in (a) we can show pj + q <E q for each j ~ J, 
(c) follows immediately from (a), (b). 
5. DISCUSSION 
The existence of a fully abstract erm model for an operational semantics 
does not a priori lead to a better understanding of the objects being 
modelled. For example, the model of PCF, given in Milner (1977) is not 
very informative on the nature of sequential functions. 
Fortunately our term model is rather simple and easy to understand. The 
objects are (approximately) finite and infinite trees, whose branches are 
labelled by actions. The operators a: and + are defined in a very 
straightforward fashion on these trees. The remaining operators are not 
semantically significant since they can be defined in terms of a: and +. We 
have shown how to construct this model by essentially factoring the 
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syntactic po of all finite and infinite terms by the axioms given in Table 1. 
This construction in itself has considerable significance since it gives us a 
complete axiomatic proof system for closed terms of the language. This 
proof system consists of: 
- - the axioms from Table 1 
---the axiom .Q < X 
--rules which state < is reflexive and transitive 
--the rules 
x<y,y<x x=y 
x=y x<y,y<x 
- -the rules x < y implies C[x] < C[ y] for every context C[ ] 
- -the rule 
Yf~SA(p) , f  <q 
P<q 
This proof system is not recursively enumerable because of the last rule. 
However a complete recursively enumerable axiomatisation cannot exist, as 
was pointed out in Milner (1982), and so our system is as good as can be 
expected. To obtain r.e. proof systems the last rule may be replaced by Scott 
Induction or Fixpoint Induction, which it clearly implies. Although these 
systems may not be useful in practice they can form the basis of more 
realistic proof systems over derived languages. 
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